EDITOR’S LETTER

Farewell to AgJOBS
I’ve come to a realization in the last few weeks: AgJOBS is toast.
I can’t say with 100 percent certainty that, in its current form, the Agricultural
Job Opportunities, Benefits and Security Act is dead. I can only say it with 90
percent certainty.
In the May issue of FGN, I wrote
a brief history of the last 50 years
in immigration and agricultural
labor (“Hiring farm workers more
complicated than ever,” page 29). Near
the end of that story I gave an update
on AgJOBS, a legislative proposal that
sought to remedy U.S. agriculture’s
labor dilemma – a dilemma that can be
summed up like this: The vast majority
of Americans aren’t willing to do farm
work anymore; those who are doing
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it are probably illegal and could get
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thrown out of the country at any time.
The goal of AgJOBS was twofold: To reform the tattered H-2A guest-worker
program and legalize the immigration status of experienced ag workers.
AgJOBS has languished in Congress for nearly a decade.
In the story mentioned above, I quoted Jack King, a California Farm Bureau
Federation manager, who said Congressional backers are considering pushing a
different version of AgJOBS this year, something more temporary. He didn’t say
anything about pushing the original bill. Neither did anybody else.
AgJOBS didn’t get much respect May 24, either, during a teleconference with
USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack and American Farm Bureau Federation President Bob
Stallman. Both men were pushing the need for comprehensive immigration reform.
I asked them to explain the advantage of a comprehensive approach over an
agriculture-only approach such as AgJOBS. Vilsack said the Obama administration
prefers to have one set of rules when it comes to immigration and labor
enforcement. The system should be consistent, predictable and understandable for
everyone involved. That rules out a separate set of standards for agriculture, even
though he pointed out ag’s unique labor needs (which kind of confused me).
Stallman called AgJOBS a good idea that “didn’t go far enough.” The act
was originally intended to be a short-term solution, a temporary salve for ag
employers and workers that eventually would be rolled into a comprehensive
reform program, he said.
That’s interesting, because according to some of the people I interviewed for the
50-year story, there are dangers in attaching agriculture’s immigration reform needs
to a comprehensive approach. It’s been tried before and hasn’t worked. You could
say ag got dragged down by baggage from other industries.
Then again, ag hasn’t had any luck pushing for reform on its own.
Whatever your preference, it looks like we’re going to try the comprehensive
approach again. President Obama recently called for a “civil and constructive”
national debate on immigration reform, and, as mentioned above, his
administration is pushing a comprehensive solution. As far as I can tell, he hasn’t
said anything about AgJOBS.

No more labor data
Speaking of labor, USDA’s National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS)
announced in May that it would discontinue its Agricultural Labor Survey
program due to budget restrictions.
What does that mean? Well, the Agricultural Labor Survey provided quarterly
statistics on the number of agricultural workers, their hours worked and wage
rates. The number of workers and hours worked statistics were used to estimate
agricultural productivity, while wage rate stats were used in the administration of
the H-2A program and for setting Adverse Effect Wage Rates. All that data will
no longer be collected, unless there’s a change in the anticipated budget shortfall,
according to NASS.
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